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Racing for Home: Culture, Ethnicity,
and Sport in the Athletic Life
of Marathoner Ronald John MacDonald
Peter Ludlow
In the age of exceedingly compensated professional athletes, the importance of
amateur athletics within North American society has diminished. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, however, the amateur athlete was a central
figure in the emergence of sport as a means of social and cultural expression.
Robert Wheeler wrote that the history of sport is one important avenue for gaining
a fuller understanding of the past.1 The career of long distance runner Ronald John
MacDonald is one such example. His narrative not only highlights the importance
of athletics to society in the United States and Canada, but it also encapsulates the
deep cultural connections between the Maritime provinces of Canada and the New
England states in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. His athletic
talents made him a sporting hero in Boston but, more importantly, created a sense
of pride and achievement for people living in the economically downtrodden areas
of northeastern Nova Scotia.
Ronald J. MacDonald was born in the rural village of Fraser’s Grant, Antigonish County, Nova Scotia, on September 27, 1875.2 He was the son of Lauchlin
(Drover) and Elizabeth (Chisholm) MacDonald; his ancestors immigrated from
Moidart, Scotland, to Nova Scotia at the turn of the nineteenth century.3 His father,
employed in the bustling cattle trade between Bayfield, Nova Scotia, and Newfoundland, drowned aboard the ship Mary Ellen during a trip in August 1888.4 Left
without a husband and unable to make a living, Elizabeth moved her family to stay
with relatives in the Boston suburb of Cambridgeport.5 The decision to immigrate
to the “Boston States” was common for many Nova Scotians who were looking
for better economic opportunities, and in doing so joined the “diaspora culture”
of the period.6 The late Raymond A. MacLean wrote, “Boston! One could easily
have yelled ‘gold!’ and received the same effect in Eastern Nova Scotia.”7 The
high numbers of Maritimers who left for New England—25,000 by 1880—along
with the geographical proximity of the old land to the new, ensured that traditional
cultures were maintained and the relationship with their communities of birth
remained strong.8 For MacDonald this meant a marked association with the social
and religious customs of the Highland Scottish tradition.
By the age of sixteen, MacDonald had lived in the industrious and mercantile
Cambridgeport for three years. He was employed as a lineman with the New England
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Telephone and Telegraph Company and later in the family lunch store on Cambridge
Street.9 For young men like MacDonald, growing up in urban America during this
period meant a familiarity with the emerging phenomenon of athletics. Sport was
viewed by elements within society as a method to form a united national culture
in a country that had been transformed by the forces of industrialization, urbanization, and rapid immigration.10 One’s experience with sport depended largely on
one’s geographical position because amateur sport during this period was an urban
construction.11 For MacDonald and many other young men of Boston, access to
modern sport in America came via the local gymnasium and athletic association.
The history of athletic associations in the United States is traced back to 1866
and the founding of the New York Athletic Club.12 The earliest clubs were elitist
and selective, formed not to get people in, but rather, to keep people out.13 By the
late nineteenth century, however, clubs were founded with an inclusive mandate
and were extending their influence deep into the social essence.14 Neighborhood
gymnasiums appeared throughout most cities of the northeast, including, most
fortuitously for MacDonald, Cambridgeport. The Cambridgeport Gymnasium
Association (CGA) was not as large as the Boston Athletic Association (BAA),
but by the time MacDonald joined in 1895, it had a strong contingent of athletes,
including Ronald’s brother, Alexander. As a prospective long distance runner, MacDonald could not have been more fortunate than to live in Cambridgeport. The city
of Boston was the center of track and field in the United States and its nearness to
other gymnasiums and to the track at Harvard University meant that the CGA had
steady competition and decent facilities in which to train.
It was obvious from the beginning that Ronald MacDonald was going to
be more than an average runner. Training under well-known sportsmen John W.
Bowler and John McCanley, both of whom were active in the Boston sports scene,
MacDonald won his first race in July 1896—a 1-mile handicap held at Newton,
Massachusetts.15 Although a minor race, it was a notable achievement. He formed
a friendship with Canadian Richard (Dick) Grant, who was a star track athlete
at Harvard.16 Their training sessions together developed MacDonald’s talent and
helped to propel him into the spotlight. At the BAA’s amateur cross-country race
in December 1897, Dick Grant won the 4.75-mile race in a time of 25:58, followed
by MacDonald, who traveled the wet and slushy course in the respectable time
of 27:54.17 It was not long before MacDonald began constantly securing strong
results.18 In March 1898, he won an 11-mile cross-country race in Boston in a time
of 1:2:2, establishing a new record at that distance.19 He also ran in team competitions, helping the CGA to a third-place finish at the national championships at
Morris Park, New York. 20
Although athletic associations such as the CGA offered a lot of exposure,
many qualified athletes looked to university sport as a means of gaining more
experience and coverage. The first collegiate track and field associations began
at Columbia University in 1869 and Yale University in 1872, respectively, and by
the 1890s events were popular and competitive.21 In the fall of 1897, MacDonald
entered Boston College (BC), in Boston’s south end, as a special student studying Latin, English, French, and arithmetic.22 Although not registered in a specific
degree program, taking courses allowed him to represent the college at intercollegiate athletic events and helped broaden his profile. He performed as well under
the colors of BC as he had under the CGA, setting the record for the indoor mile
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at 4:39 in the fall of 1897, following that in February 1898 with a second-place
finish in a 2-mile race at Hemenway Gym at Harvard. MacDonald’s successes on
the cinder path with both the CGA and BC were enough for him to claim at least
a small amount of success, but being a champion middle distance runner did not
guarantee him fame. That celebrity was to be found in a new event capturing the
attention of the American sports world.
The popularity of amateur sport in the late nineteenth century cumulated in the
organization of major sporting events around the world. The first modern Olympics, held in Athens, Greece, in 1896, exposed the world’s athletes to the marathon
race, which especially impressed the American team, many of whom belonged to
the BAA. Determined to promote the sport in North America, promoters held the
first American marathon on September 19, 1896, at Stamford, Connecticut.23 The
success of that race immediately sparked a surge in popularity especially among
the middle classes who equated the physical and mental challenge of the marathon
as an indicator of male toughness.24 Marathon races featured prominently in local
newspapers, and one tobacco company issued a set of cards depicting a runner in
each pack of cigarettes. Looking to exploit this popularity, the BAA decided to
hold its own marathon event in 1897. The 25-mile race began at Steven’s Corner
in Ashland and wound its way through Boston, ending at the Irvington Street Oval.
The race, won by John J. McDermott of New York, garnered a strong following and
was covered by most of the major news media in the area.25 Although MacDonald
did not participate in the race, his friend Dick Grant came very close to winning.
With this race a success, the BAA marathon became the goal on which the runners
of Boston set their sights.
The following year, the BAA marathon was well represented by runners from
Boston. Runners from the CGA were participating and Dick Grant was mentioned,
along with McDermott, as an early favorite. On Patriot’s Day, April 19, 1898,
MacDonald took the train to Ashland station where he met members of the media.
Standing 5′7″ and weighing 142 pounds, with curly light hair, wearing a white
shirt with the emblem of the Cambridgeport Boat Club and black trunks with a
blue braid, MacDonald joined twenty-five other contestants at the starting line at
Steven’s Corner. It was a very dry day, and sizeable and boisterous crowds, most of
whom rang bells and noisemakers, lined the dusty roads. A number of young boys
rode their bicycles alongside their favorite runners whispering words of encouragement or advice.26 Early on, MacDonald remained well behind the leaders, but
somewhere between Wellesley and Newton Lower Falls, he made his move. In the
words of one Boston Globe writer, MacDonald was “noticed to apparently awake
out of a stupor, throw his head back, and start running in an altogether different
style.”27 He pursued the leaders with great determination. In a desperate attempt
to take the lead, MacDonald sprinted downhill, gaining on the leader, New York
champion, Hamilton Gray, finally catching him at Kent Street in Brookline. Overtaking Gray, MacDonald easily won the race, going the distance in an old pair of
bicycle shoes, and doing so without taking a drop of liquid. According to the Boston
Globe, MacDonald entered the Irvington Oval in style and “with a mighty bound he
landed in the center of the cinder path.” The awaiting Bostonians put MacDonald
on their shoulders and carried him around the field. His time of 2:42:00 was over
three minutes faster than Gray and set a new world record. The crowd was ecstatic
that a local had won the championship and MacDonald became a household name.
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That evening a banquet was held in Cambridgeport for the pride of the CGA, and
the runner was presented with a $150 gold watch.
Ronald MacDonald’s championship run was a significant win for two communities: MacDonald became the hometown champion for the sports fans of
Massachusetts and in his native Canadian province of Nova Scotia his fame and
popularity was even greater. The Boston Globe account of his victory was reprinted
in various local papers of Nova Scotia and he was the talk of the Maritime athletic
world.28 In the small, ethnically Scottish town of Antigonish, the accomplishments of one of their own created a sense of pride in a region that was feeling the
effects of a downtrodden economy.29 Sport was an important pursuit of the late
nineteenth century in Nova Scotia and for Antigonish to have, as its own, such
an accomplished athlete was significant.30 The excitement that MacDonald was
capable of generating in Nova Scotia was evident in two trips that he made to the
province in the summers of 1898 and 1899. For many Scottish Nova Scotians,
MacDonald not only represented the people of the province, but most especially,
he also embodied the athletic traditions of old Scotland.31 In fact, MacDonald’s first
major appearance after winning the Boston Marathon was at the athletic games of
the Antigonish Highland Society, where he was billed as the “World’s Strongest
and Fleetest Runner.” His exhibition races throughout the province brought large
crowds attempting to catch a glimpse of the champion runner, highlighting the
value of sport in the Maritimes, despite social, geographical, and economic restrictions.32 Although showered with a number of awards, none was more significant
to him than the beautiful gold medal that the citizens of Antigonish gave him in
recognition of his achievements.33 The popularity of MacDonald in Nova Scotia
is indicative of the intimate cultural associations between the Maritime Provinces
and the New England States at that time. MacDonald won the BAA marathon as
both a Bostonian and a Nova Scotian. As such, his athletic accomplishments serve
to underscore the many other links between the out-migrants of the Maritimes and
their former surroundings.34
Injuries kept MacDonald out of the 1899 Boston Marathon, and in 1900 his
training for the upcoming Paris Olympics forced him, once again, into the spectator role. The 1900 field was extremely competitive, and included 1899 champion,
Lawrence Brignolia, and Hamilton, Ontario, native John Peter Caffrey. Caffrey
not only won the race, but he also shattered MacDonald’s world record in a time
of 2:39:44. He boasted to a writer of the Boston Globe, “I knew my rivals and was
confident they could not overtake me.”35 While watching the race, MacDonald was
impressed with the Canadian and his running style. He admitted, however, that he
did not expect to see Caffery finish the race because of the great pace with which he
started, and Macdonald was annoyed that his record had been beaten. Macdonald
had complained to the Globe reporter that, in 1898, both a sore knee and a strong
wind had hampered him, without which he might have set an even faster record.
He boldly predicted that he would beat Caffery’s record the following year.36
The 1900 Paris Olympics, which accompanied the world’s fair, lasted from
May 14 until October 28. The marathon race highlighted what turned out to be the
most disorganized Olympics in history. MacDonald traveled to Europe with his
brother, Alexander, and Dick Grant. They were joined in Paris by other American
runners, including Arthur Newton of New York. The marathon, which began at the
Bois de Boulogne on the premises of the Racing Club de France, began at 2:36 in
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the afternoon on July 19. Although thirteen runners were announced, seventeen
runners took their position at the starting line as temperatures reached as high as
40°C. All the runners were plagued by the heat and disorganization, quickly realizing
that although there was ample champagne and wine, there was no water, and in the
extreme heat they dehydrated quickly. At the 6-mile mark, three British runners
exited the race, citing difficult conditions and congestion on the course.37 The terrain varied from grass to gravel and sand and finally to cobblestone. There were no
racing officials along the route; the runners were left on their own to find their way
through the French capital. Three hours after the race began, spectators at the finish
line watched Michel Theato of Luxembourg cross first to claim the championship.
By the time that the American runners—Newton, MacDonald, and Grant—came in
fifth, sixth, and seventh, respectively, there was no one left but a small contingent of
American supporters.38 The tired and dehydrated Americans immediately cried foul
and charged the French runners with cheating. Arthur Newton claimed that he had
taken the lead early in the race and was never passed, whereby he was shocked to
find out that he had finished fifth. Dick Grant, who finished after Newton, claimed
that a cyclist had knocked him down as he was about to pass the leader.39 The most
startling claims, however, came from MacDonald.
Upon returning to the United States, MacDonald, angered by what he believed
were false accounts of the American showing in the Paris Marathon, wrote a letter
to American and Canadian newspapers, giving his version.40 He claimed that two
days before the race, a member of the racing club of France approached him in a
club. The man, after inquiring into MacDonald’s condition informed him that no
American or Englishmen, “even if they rode the full distance in a steam car, could
possibly win.”41 According to MacDonald, the French runners began the race at
an extremely fast pace, surprising the Americans who were content to hang back
and get their stride. At the 1-mile mark, the American runners came to a fork in
the road and were told by the spectators standing nearby to take a left; however,
seeing the bobbing heads of their French competitors on the right, they followed.
The English runners faced a lot of taunting from the spectators and the French
did all they could to bother the runners, although MacDonald fared a little better
due to the American flag, which he had tied around his waist. At the 9-mile mark,
he claimed to see Arthur Newton leaning against a post, “pretty well played out.”
Later on, MacDonald and Grant were approached by a Frenchman with a warning
that the French runners were riding. Quickly after that, they were offered a ride
by a German, who angered by their refusal, told them “Well, the damn French
ride, and if you don’t you can go to hell as you will be beat.”42 Evidence of further
French trickery came at the 20-mile mark, when MacDonald and Grant met the
eventual winner, Michel Theato, whom they had passed at the 5-mile mark. He
was as “fresh as a daisy,” and approached the Americans, shook their hands, and
set out at a “bolt clip.” According to MacDonald, of all the contestants, only he
and Dick Grant actually ran the whole course. Little has been written on the Paris
Marathon, and consequently it is difficult to substantiate MacDonald’s account.
It does seem clear, however, that the race was less than transparent. MacDonald’s
claims do carry some weight because he went public with them on numerous occasions. Nonetheless, MacDonald returned to Boston without a medal.
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By the spring of 1901, Ronald MacDonald’s running career was in a slump.
He no longer could claim the world record in the marathon and although cheating
marred the Olympic race, he could claim no medal. As a member of the track team
at Boston College, he competed in a number of intercollegiate events and fared well
in most of them but by April he was concentrating solely on regaining the Boston
Marathon. There was increased pressure this time around as he would be going
head to head with the defending champion and world record holder. The pressure
was heightened owing to MacDonald’s boastful prediction that he would break
Caffery’s record and the fact that almost all of Boston expected him to win.43
Boston was abuzz for the 1901 marathon, and so were the betting parlors.
Thousands of dollars were placed on the race, with most putting their money on
John Caffery, whose supporters boasted that he was going to beat his own record.44
As a consequence of all this gambling, the crowd—conservatively estimated at
25,000—was large and passionate. Photographers met the thirty-eight runners at
the starting line, capturing images that would replace the line drawings that had
previously accompanied race accounts in the newspapers. It was a cloudless warm
day and from the start at Steven’s corner, the race was competitive and exciting. A
mile into the contest a small group including Caffery, MacDonald, Fred Hughson,
and William Davis broke away from the pack. Near Cedar Street at West Newton,
with Caffery in the lead, MacDonald overtook Hughson for second place. As the
runners neared Cleveland circle, and just as it looked as if MacDonald might make
a move on Caffery, one of the most bizarre events in Marathon history took place.
MacDonald accepted a soaked sponge from his brother in the crowd. The sponge
had been dipped in water from the canteen of a race official. He immediately
noticed a “strong pungent odor,” but, assuming it was brandy, continued to drink
the liquid. Almost immediately his throat began to burn and he developed severe
stomach cramps.45 He slowed down and began to walk, and soon after, left the
race. Caffery, no longer with any serious competition, roared on to victory and
reached Exeter Street, in a time of 2:29:23, claiming his second marathon win and
shattering his own world record.
The news of the possible drugging of MacDonald set off a debate in the
media and the North American athletic community. By coincidence, the sponge,
which was apparently used to drug the runner, was tossed into the carriage of MacDonald and it was given to MacDonald’s doctor, John S. Thompson.46 The doctor
brought it home and ran a series of tests and concluded that the runner had indeed
been chloroformed.47 Dr. Thompson speculated that there was no way the drugging
could have been an accident owing to the extent of gambling that had taken place
on the event. According to the doctor, MacDonald was drugged so that Caffery
would win.48 Not everyone was comfortable with this opinion. Herbert Houlton, an
executive member of the BAA called MacDonald a “cry baby” and angrily chided
him for concocting the story without foundation. Caffery’s supporters, such as
Hamilton Herald sports editor Fred A. Passmore, suggested that Caffery was clearly
the better runner and the idea that his supporters had to drug MacDonald in order
for Caffery to beat him was absurd. MacDonald’s trainer, John Bower, had two
theories. The first was that the runner had been drugged by a band of “professional
betters.”49 Secondly, and to him most plausible, was that Dr. Thompson had given
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MacDonald some pills that were designed to boost his energy but instead caused
him to collapse.50 The debate was never settled and rarely mentioned again. For the
athletic community, the incident highlighted the growing problem with gambling
in sport, but for MacDonald, the incident did significant damage to his reputation
in New England. The time was right to contemplate a move from Boston.
In June of 1901, following a series of letdowns on the track, MacDonald decided
to get more earnest about his education. He was registered at Boston College as a
special student but decided not to continue his studies at the school. He received a
handsome scholarship offer from Georgetown University in Washington, DC, and
considered enrolling there; however, an encounter with a Catholic priest from his
native town of Antigonish changed his mind. In 1901, Rev. Neil MacDonald was
in charge of recruiting for St. Francis Xavier University.51 Saint Francis Xavier
was a small but important Catholic college that had two important aims, the first
to give Catholics of Eastern Nova Scotia access to postsecondary education and
the second to act as a supplier for the Catholic seminaries of North America and
Europe.52 Owing to the large numbers of former Maritimers living in the Boston area,
the university frequently recruited students and solicited funds in Massachusetts.
The university president, Rev. Alexander Thompson, the brother of MacDonald’s
doctor, John Thompson, instructed Rev. Neil MacDonald to approach the runner
about attending the college. President Thompson offered to pay Ronald’s fees
in exchange for offering training in the school’s gymnasium.53 An offer of free
tuition was too good to turn down even if St. Francis Xavier could not offer the
same athletic opportunities as Georgetown. More importantly perhaps, Antigonish
was a long way from Boston and was a place where he could obtain an education
and enjoy his popularity.54 MacDonald’s decision to leave Boston and enter St.
Francis Xavier was important. The university was full of students who were either
former residents or offspring of former residents of the Maritimes. The college’s
popularity among previous inhabitants represented yet another cultural connection between New England and the Maritimes, a connection that MacDonald was
keen to exploit.
Returning to the Maritime Provinces meant an obvious adjustment. From the
age of nine, MacDonald knew only the buzz of urban life. His return to Antigonish created a lot of excitement within the town and at the college. He persuaded
Dick Grant to travel with him in order to put on a series of races for the benefit of
the people of eastern Nova Scotia.55 Their tour began in Antigonish, where their
race was to be the main event at the annual Antigonish Highland Society athletic
events. The opportunity to witness two men of such prestige race against each other
brought large crowds and was the focal point of the games. They further added to
the excitement by challenging any two men in the province to race against them,
adding that the two challengers would have only to run 5 miles whereas MacDonald
and Grant would run 10.56 Although the heavy condition of the track made it rough
going for the runners, they put on an exciting show: MacDonald covered the 10
miles in 1:02:43 and defeated Grant by 40 feet to the delight of the citizens of the
town.57 They continued their tour on Cape Breton Island by running in a number
of races against each other until MacDonald sprained his ankle in a 5-mile run in
North Sydney.58 The races held throughout Eastern Nova Scotia in the summer of
1901 further enhanced MacDonald’s prestige. Most importantly, his acceptance
as a sporting hero eased the frustration of recent defeats and brought much needed
leisure to Antigonish and eastern Nova Scotia.
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Life in Antigonish moved considerably slower than in Boston, but MacDonald’s
premedical studies and his work at the gymnasium kept him occupied. On a campus
with only 788 students, MacDonald was a sporting icon. He ran a number of races
under the “X” (Xavier) banner, training regularly on the country roads of Antigonish County, usually a distance of 12 miles a day, which often took him through the
Lower South River and Saltsprings area. Residents of Antigonish Country were
amused as they watched him train along the dusty back roads. Some suggested that
his running would suit his career as a medical doctor because when he got a sick
call “he’ll not have to go to the stable. He’ll just grab up his bag and set off on the
run, and be halfway there before a horse could be hitched up.”59 Life in Antigonish
was comfortable; his studies were progressing nicely; however, he had unfinished
business in Boston and wanted a chance to race in the marathon one more time.
The 1902 Boston Marathon brought out over 100,000 people. As always,
MacDonald was considered a serious contender; in fact, most believed that either
he or New York runner Sammy Mellor would win the race. Mellor had defeated
MacDonald by 10 seconds in a race held in Hamilton, Ontario, in October and they
were obviously well matched. As in previous races, bettors had wagered a great
deal of money, so much so that defending champion John Caffery decided to pull
out at the last minute instead of racing with a minor cramp and thus risk losing his
supporters’ monies.60 MacDonald lined up at the start wearing the blue and white
of his college. From the outset until Wellesley Hills, the race was neck and neck
between the two runners, but in the hills, in front of the cheering girls of Wellesley
College, MacDonald slowed. His supporters did all that they could to encourage
him forward but rubbing his hands in a circular motion on his stomach made it clear
that he was in trouble. At Newton, Lower Falls, MacDonald in obvious discomfort
left the race and was driven home by his brother.61
The 1902 Boston Marathon had been a last hurrah of sorts for MacDonald. He
was entering his final premed year at St. Francis Xavier and he had a lot of commitments. Defeat in Boston did not change the esteem that the people of Nova Scotia,
and in particular, the Scots of Antigonish, had for him and he wanted to give back.
In collaboration with St. Francis Xavier President Thompson, MacDonald decided
to bring the world’s best athletes to eastern Nova Scotia. These athletes, according
to MacDonald, would put on a show that would “surpass anything of its kind ever
held in Nova Scotia.”62 Numerous athletes were approached, such as Wesley Coe,
a native of Boston and Oxford’s champion shot putter, but academic commitments
kept most, including Coe, from attending. He did have some successes, convincing
William (Billy) Le Barre to face him in a rematch of the Hamilton Herald road race
the previous fall. The race, which was held in conjunction with the annual college
athletic events on June 13, 1902, drew the largest crowd ever assembled in the
athletic grounds of Antigonish.63 The 5-mile race was never really close and by the
end, MacDonald had lapped his opponent, setting the Canadian 5-mile record at
25:47.64 Later that summer, he gave a 2-mile exhibition run at Pictou, Bridgeport,
and Whitney Pier and defeated the well-known aboriginal runner John Prosper in
a 3-mile contest at Reserve Mines, Cape Breton, covering the distance in 15:50.
On November 18, 1902, MacDonald organized the first-ever indoor track meet in
Eastern Canada, when Irish Champion John C. Lordon agreed to travel to Antigonish.65 The first race, a distance of 3 miles, took place at the new St. Francis Xavier
rink and was known as the electric lights games. The “Cigar Box” was packed with
spectators who came out to get a look at their champion. MacDonald, wearing the
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blue and white of his college, defeated Lordon, who was dressed in Irish green, in
a time of 15:38, breaking the Canadian indoor record for 3 miles.66 A week later,
MacDonald again defeated Lordon in front of a packed house in the Rosslyn Rink
in Sydney. Not disappointing the local papers, Lordon praised MacDonald for his
wonderful endurance.67 The following summer, MacDonald brought 1899 Boston
Marathon champion Lawrence Brignoli to Antigonish. With the home crowd on his
side, “Ronnie J” did not dissatisfy and easily defeated Brignoli in a 5-mile race.68
The races held in Eastern Nova Scotia throughout the summers of 1902 and 1903
are very significant. In this brief period of time, eastern Nova Scotia was host to
some of the best runners and athletes in the world. The great crowds that came out
to watch the races show the importance of sport in Canadian society, and undoubtedly these races began an interest that led to the creation of a number of major road
races in Nova Scotia.69 Most importantly for the people of Nova Scotia, the races
offered a break from the daily routine and demonstrated that not all of the exploits
of the province’s athletes had to take place on foreign soil.
In the fall of 1903, MacDonald finished his premed course at St. Francis Xavier
and returned to Boston to begin his medical studies at Tufts College. Acceptance
into medical school required a greater commitment to his studies, and as a result
he gave up active running.70 Having decided that he would not reenter the Boston
Marathon, he did agree in 1905 to become the handler for Robert J. Fowler of the
Cambridgeport gym. Fowler, who figured to have a good chance to win, blamed
his eventual loss in the race to the fact that MacDonald forced him to hold back
too long: “When I asked for a chance to go faster, I was refused.”71 It seemed that
MacDonald simply could not avoid controversy at the marathon. Not intending to
take part in any more major events, he accepted a $300 offer to race Sam Myers
at the end of July, in a 3-mile contest, effectively ending his amateur career.72 By
the time of his graduation from Tufts Medical College in the spring of 1907, he
accepted a postgraduate position at Harvard Medical School and officially retired
from running.
Ronald MacDonald’s professional life took place mainly in the Dominion of
Newfoundland. The life of a medical doctor in the relative isolation of Port au Port
on Newfoundland’s west coast is a feature in its own right. His practice covered
an immense area and he had little occasion to race. In 1923, commemorating his
twenty-fifth anniversary of winning the Boston Marathon, he wrote of the contrast in
his life since that day: “Yesterday found me trailing along with a dog team, through
frost and snow, a distance of 50 miles to reach a dear friend who was taken down
with pneumonia.”73 Periodically, however, the Antigonish newspaper, The Casket,
would carry a small notice announcing that MacDonald had won a marathon in
St. John’s or a small church picnic race.74 In 1930, now married with a family,
MacDonald wrote the Boston Globe, crediting the marathon for the success of his
professional life: “A marathon victory should be a great tonic to a boy, a tonic to
urge him on to greater things in life.”75
In 1938 he and his family left Newfoundland, returning to Antigonish to retire.
Although a new generation had grown without witnessing him race, MacDonald
was still a sporting icon. His last public appearance at an athletic event came in
July of 1942 when he acted as a starter at the Antigonish Highland Games track
meet. He had gained a lot of weight and consequently his health grew worse. In the
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autumn of 1942, he suffered a severe stroke, and although he lived for five more
years, the former world record holder found it difficult to even walk through his
home. He died on September 3, 1947.76
The racing career of Ronald J. MacDonald is important for a number of
reasons. Although he could claim to his credit over 135 prizes, he was not the
most successful runner of his time or the most famous Nova Scotia runner—that
distinction belongs to Johnny Miles.77 MacDonald’s career, however, highlights
the emerging importance of athletics to the middle classes of the United States
and Canada at the beginning of the twentieth century. A sports icon on both sides
of the border, his career encapsulated the close cultural connections that existed
between the northeastern United States and the Maritime Provinces of Canada. An
original inductee into the Nova Scotia sports hall of fame, MacDonald’s desire to
bring some of the world’s best athletes to Nova Scotia helped develop sport in the
province and created a sense of pride in a community that had been decimated by
a poor economy and years of out-migration.
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